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ABOUT THE AERIS CLOUD

The Aeris® Cloud is a Web-based platform that allows CDFIs to upload their data and documents for Aeris
analyses and quarterly reporting. CDFI performance data is presented in a standardized format, enabling
longitudinal and peer comparison analytics on a wide range of metrics encompassing capitalization,
portfolio quality, earnings, and more. The Aeris Cloud enables CDFIs to track their current and historic
performance against peers; streamline reporting to funders, investors, and other stakeholders; and help new
investors understand the investment value proposition that CDFI loan funds offer. The Aeris Cloud was
developed with lead funding from the Citi Foundation.
Launched in 2022, Aeris Cloud v2.0 has a brand-new code base, and several key benefits for users. The
system is faster and more responsive, with a modern and more intuitive user interface, as well as new
functionality to improve usability. CDFIs’ Libraries have a new layout, with navigation on the left-hand panel,
rather than the right-hand panel and across tabs on the top of the screen. The new platform has also
changed the way that documents are uploaded and downloaded.
Accounts are created for CDFIs by an Aeris staff member. Contact support@aerisinsight.com if you need an
account created or if you have questions about any functionality not covered in this guide.
LOG IN SCREEN
Using a web browser, log in to the Aeris Cloud at the following URL: https://cloud.aerisinsight.com/. If you
have forgotten your password, click the “Forgot Password” link and follow the prompts to have a temporary
password emailed to you and to create a permanent password. If you need assistance with your username,
contact Aeris at support@aerisinsight.com.
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UPLOADING DATA AND DOCUMENTS
UPLOADING QUARTERLY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND ADDITIONAL DATA TO
THE AERIS CLOUD
Uploading data to the Aeris Cloud is simple and should take less than 15 minutes per quarter. It is
important to upload financials in a consistent format each quarter, as the data must be in the same
column for it to map correctly. If there is any change to the format or content of your financials (such as
additional data) please email support@aerisinsight.com.

There are two ways to upload quarterly financial and data Excel files to the Aeris Cloud. Please use the
following instructions to upload your quarterly financials through your Home screen. You may also upload
the document directly to your Library.
First, log in to the Aeris Cloud. The login takes you to your Dashboard. In the list of “Currently Due” items,
click Upload

next to the quarterly financials you need to upload.

You will then see the following Document Upload window.
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Click the “Drop file here or click to upload” field, then locate and select the Excel file containing your
financials from your internal hard drive/server.
Return to the Dashboard by clicking “Home”
. Under “Currently Due,” click “Edit Data”
for
the period you just uploaded. The platform will prompt you to enter any data that is missing from the Excel
file.

After you have inputted any missing data, complete the entry by clicking “Save.”
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Please note that:
•

•

All reporting CDFIs are encouraged to upload impact data (outputs and outcomes) on a quarterly
basis. Rated CDFIs are required to provide these at fiscal year-end quarters for their annual Rating
Analysis and Report.
In some cases, Aeris will prompt you to provide additional data, such as summary portfolio
performance data for delinquencies, write-offs, restructures, non-accruals, etc. CDFIs tell us it is
easiest to add these to the Excel file containing their quarterly financial data at the next reporting
period. This allows the system to directly map these categories going forward, so you do not have
to manually enter it in this step again.

Once you upload your financials and complete the additional data entry (if any), you will be directed to the
Financials page where you can confirm that the data has been mapped and uploaded correctly.
The period you just uploaded should show as “Draft.” An Aeris team member will review the data for
accuracy and completeness prior to publishing it for external stakeholders’ viewing.
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UPLOADING QUARTERLY FINANCIALS AND ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS TO THE
LIBRARY

The Aeris Library enables CDFIs to share documents confidentially with Aeris for annual ratings, as well as
with investors, funders, or other stakeholders. A CDFI can upload any document they wish at any time to
their Library—it is not limited to the materials requested for Aeris analyses. Once you have logged in, click
on “Library” on the left of the screen to access your Library.

The Library is designed to mirror the organizational departments of most CDFIs, with an additional folder for
quarterly financials at the top and an investor reporting folder at the bottom. The following are Library
folders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Program
Corporate Documents
Finance Department
Lending
Other
Investor Reporting
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For simple navigation: at the top left of the Library is the “Go to” box. This allows you to jump to the folder
of the library you want to access, without scrolling. At the top right you will see a Search bar that will allow
you to search for library folders, document types, or documents you have uploaded.

To upload a document to the Library, click on the Upload button
you intend to provide a document.

next to the file type for which

Choose the applicable FYE and Quarter-end and then either click or drag and drop to upload a document
from your internal hard drive/server. Then click “Upload.”
Please do not delete any historical documents. The Cloud will automatically archive them once you upload
the newest document.
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To see documents from previous periods, use the filter icon
and choose a new selection (Most Recent
Quarter, Most Recent 2 Quarters, Most Recent 5 Quarters, or enter a date range).

To download documents you have uploaded previously, click the checkbox icon next to the document you
would like to download, and click the Download button at the top of the Library.
You may also download all files in the library by clicking the checkbox at the top of the Library to select all
files (as shown below). Then click the Download button. A .ZIP file containing all selected documents will be
downloaded to the “Downloads” folder on your computer.
To download multiple documents, click the checkboxes for each of the folders or documents and click the
Download button at the top of the Library.
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UPLOADING DOCUMENTS IN PREPARATION FOR AERIS ANNUAL RATING

Please upload the documents in their appropriate folders so that Aeris staff or analysts can locate the
documents to conduct their review and analysis. In addition to the folder and label, please upload
documents under the correct fiscal year and quarter. Upon clicking the "Upload" button, the fiscal year and
quarter will pop up for your confirmation. Choose the applicable FYE and Quarter-end for the document
being uploaded and then click Browse to choose the document’s file location on your computer.

The folder and document list will match the Aeris Annual Rating Document Request List and Upload Guide
you received at the beginning of the Annual Rating process.
Upload documents to each line by clicking the
icon in the ”Date Created“ Column. Confirm the
applicable FYE and Quarter-end and then drag and drop or select “Click to Upload” to locate the file on your
computer. Click Upload to complete the transfer.
Notes:
•
•

For further information on each document we are requesting, hover your mouse over the document
title for a description.
Please do not delete any historical documents. The Cloud will automatically archive them once you
upload the newest document. To see documents from previous periods, click the filter icon, and
change “Most Recent Quarter” to “Most Recent 2 Quarters”, “Most Recent 5 Quarters”, or “All.”
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To view documents you have uploaded, click the checkbox icon next to the document you would like to
download, and click the Download button at the top of the Library. You may also download multiple files in
the library by selecting them individually, or by clicking the checkbox or file group within the Library, then
clicking the Download button.
Triangle status indicator meanings:
•

The blue triangle symbol
signifies that a document is required for the analysis, but may not
have changed since the previous rating. If the document already in Library is the most recent
document, or the document is not applicable for your CDFI please enter a brief note such as “most
current” or “not applicable.”

•

The red triangle symbol
signifies that documents under this label are required for each rating
period. As you upload each required document in its correct spot, this symbol should be replaced
with a check mark. When you have completed your upload, scan the Action Requested Column to
ensure all applicable lines show the green check mark.

GRANTING ACCESS TO DOCUMENTS IN YOUR LIBRARY

To control access to your documents, click the “Manage Viewer Access” button located above the Library
and choose the Investor you are sharing your documents with.
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This opens a screen with a drop-down list of the folders in the Library. In version 2.0 of the Aeris Cloud, users
no longer need to share each document separately, but can now share them by folder. Choose the folder for
which you would like to share documents or choose “All Documents.”

To finish, choose the list of documents you would like to share with the investor and click Save.
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ACCESSING PEER ANALYTICS (AERIS EXPLORER)

Aeris® Explorer is a Web-based CDFI peer analytic tool, with charts and graphs that summarize historical
trends for key performance metrics. Peer group data can be exported into Excel for offline analysis. Aerisrated and -reporting CDFIs receive free access to their Aeris Explorer peer groups if they: 1) report quarterly
performance data to Aeris; and 2) agree to have their data aggregated with other CDFIs in the database. To
access peer groups, click on the link to Aeris Explorer in the “Access” menu in the left-hand navigation.
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The Aeris Explorer landing page displays the three peer groups to which Aeris has assigned your CDFI. Aerisdefined peer groups classify CDFIs by the following categories:

•

Asset size (less than $25MM, $25-75MM, $75-150MM, greater than $150MM)

•

Primary Type of Lending (Business and Micro, Commercial Real Estate and Community Facilities,
Housing – Development Lenders and Housing – Home Financing). Note: each CDFI is only included
in one group, its primary lending type.

•

Combination of asset sizes and primary lending types.

Click on a peer group to review your CDFI’s data in relation to its peer CDFIs.
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Once in the Aeris Explorer tool, the user will be presented with pie charts showing the current distribution of
Aeris Ratings for rated CDFIs in the group. (Note that peer groups typically contain both rated and non-rated
CDFIs. As a result, the total number of ratings will be fewer than the number of CDFIs in the group.) Hover
over the icon next to the number of peers to see which CDFIs are included in the peer group.

Scroll down on the page to see peer comparison data across two dozen key performance metrics. Click on a
metric to expand the section and view a line graph that displays the CDFI’s performance (gold line) versus
the top, median, and bottom quartile for that peer group.
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Key metrics currently included in Aeris Explorer are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total Assets $
UNA/Total Assets
Net Assets for Financing/Total Assets
Leverage: Total Debt/Net Assets
(UNA + Allowance for Loan Losses)/Gross Loans Receivable
Total Loans Outstanding $
PPP and Forgivable Loans Receivable $
Delinquencies (> 90 Days)/Outstandings
Delinquencies (> 30 Days)/Outstandings
Gross Amount Charged Off/Outstandings
Allowance for Loan Losses/Outstandings
Earned Revenue
Total Contributed Revenue
Financing Expenses
Operating Expenses (Net of Unrealized and Grants Made)
Surplus (Deficit) from Operations
Self-Sufficiency: Earned Revenue/Expenses
Interest Expense/Average Total Debt
Average Net Interest Margin
Current Ratio: Current Assets/Current Liabilities
Deployment
Total FTE Staff #
Total FTE Lending Staff #
Operating Expenses/Total # of Loans
Loans Outstanding $/FTE Lending Staff #

To export peer group data to Excel for offline analysis click on the “Export” link at the top left of the screen.
Prior to exporting, you must expand each metric’s section that you wish to be included in the export.
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REVIEW SUBSCRIBERS’ ACCESS TO YOUR CDFI

Funders and investors in CDFIs subscribe to Aeris Rating Reports and data to facilitate their investment
underwriting and monitoring of CDFIs. Aeris-rated and -reporting CDFIs receive full visibility into Aeris
subscriber activity on their accounts, including viewing and/or downloading Aeris Rating Reports and
financial performance data (Aeris Performance Maps). From the Access menu on the home screen, click on
the “Subscribers” item on the left-hand navigation to view subscriber activity.

Within the “Subscribers” section of the platform, CDFIs can review an activity log detailing organizations that
have accessed their Aeris Rating Report and/or Performance Maps data, as well as the date the access
occurred. The list can be sorted alphabetically by organization name or by date of access by clicking on the
column headers.
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